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Adam Perry's journey from punk rocker to British champion fell runner is a
story of self-belief, determination, and the power of embracing change.

Growing up in Huddersfield, Yorkshire, Perry was a self-described
"rebellious kid." He immersed himself in the punk rock scene, attending
gigs and expressing his individuality through music and fashion.

However, in his early twenties, Perry began to feel a void in his life. He was
overweight, unhealthy, and lacked a sense of purpose.

"I was drinking too much, smoking, and eating junk food," Perry recalls. "I
knew I needed to make a change, so I started running."

At first, running was just a way for Perry to get in shape. But as he
continued to pound the pavements, he discovered a hidden talent for
endurance running.

"I realized I had a natural ability to run long distances," Perry says. "I
started setting myself small goals, like running 5 kilometers, then 10
kilometers, and so on."
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As Perry's fitness improved, he began to explore the hills and trails around
his home. He discovered the sport of fell running, which involves running
over rough terrain, often up and down steep hills.

"Fell running was a whole new challenge," Perry says. "It was tough, but I
loved it. It was a way to test my limits and push myself to the max."

In 2014, Perry decided to enter his first fell race. He surprised himself by
finishing in the top 10, and he was hooked.

"That race gave me the confidence to believe that I could actually be good
at this," Perry says.

Perry continued to train hard and race regularly. He quickly rose through
the ranks of fell running, winning numerous races and setting course
records.

In 2018, Perry's dream came true when he was crowned the British
Mountain Running Champion. He had gone from being a punk rocker to the
best fell runner in the country.

"It was an incredible feeling," Perry says. "I had worked so hard for so long,
and it had finally paid off."

Perry's success story is an inspiration to anyone who wants to achieve their
goals, no matter how unlikely they may seem.

"If I can do it, anyone can," Perry says. "Just set your mind to it, work hard,
and never give up on your dreams."



Here are some of Perry's tips for aspiring runners:

Start slowly and gradually increase your distance and intensity.

Find a running buddy or group to stay motivated.

Set realistic goals and celebrate your progress.

Listen to your body and take rest days when needed.

Don't be afraid to challenge yourself and step outside of your comfort
zone.

With hard work and determination, you can achieve anything you set your
mind to.
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